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SAN FRANCISCO, CA

Sacred
San Francisco

INTRODUCTION TO FINDING
SACRED SPACES IN THE CITY
Softly undulating hills modulate the topography of San
Francisco. To me this is a city epitomizing the feminine
principle. In opposition to this, linear tracts of housing
wind up the base of hills like Twin Peaks, their rigid lines
skewing the curving ground. Jefferson’s Land Ordinance
of 1785 was designed to encourage agrarian land use
while guaranteeing income for the fledgling government
from tax revenue. The resulting orthogonal grid is
nonsensical when applied to the topography of San
Francisco; streets were laid in with no regard to steep
hills or plunging valleys. California became a state in
1850, though it had been colonized long before. Cortes
officially claimed it for Spain in 1535 and the land became
part of La Nueva España. Ownership changed during
the Mexican conquest of 1821 and by 1848 the Hidalgo
Treaty granted the Territory to the United States. As a
result, the city’s religious landscape was indelibly marked
by colonization and mission, traces of which remain in
contemporary street names and neighborhoods.
The aboriginal Ohlone Indians had a highly evolved
religious devotion, and traces of their Bear shamanistic
practices are echoed in the current state flag. It’s easy
to forget that this West Coast city is also the other side
of the Pacific Rim. Japanese and Chinese cultures have
profoundly influenced both the physical architecture and
the philosophy and religion of the city.
Of all the cities we researched, San Francisco is
the one with the least alliances to traditional religions.
In the late 19th Century, amidst extreme growth of
View of the Golden Gate from the rooftop of SS Peter and Paul Church in South Beach.

industry during the Gold Rush, spiritual residents like
John Muir advocated for the designation of the wild

City Guide to Sacred Spaces in San Francisco

vestiges of the original frontier, to be set-aside as public
sacred space. We selected spaces that understand the
need for tending, while maintaining a space of spiritual
wildness, reserved for contemplation amidst the hustle
and bustle of everyday life. We hope you enjoy the grand
monuments and hidden treasures we found within this
city at the Golden Gate.
Deirdre Colgan
Executive Director Emeritus, Sacred Space International
Chicago, 2010
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[SFO 01] ROMAN CATHOLIC

01.1

SS PETER AND
PAUL CHURCH

“The church was built in the 1920s when
Catholic schools were not allowed, so
they hid it in the church. It was one unit,
five stories – very practical.”
FR. SALVATORE GIACOMINI, S.D.B.

View of the main sanctuary looking towards the high altar.

ADDRESS
NEIGHBORHOOD

666 Filbert Street,San Francisco, CA 94133
North Beach

COORDINATES
PARKING

37.80129, -122.410591
Parking Lot

NEAREST TRANSIT

Bus 20, 30, 39, 41, 45, 91, 9BX, 9X

WEBSITE

www.stspeterpaul.san-francisco.ca.us

PHONE

(415) 421-0809

OPEN HOURS
SERVICE HOURS

Daily, call ahead for hours.
Daily Masses
7:30 a.m., 9:00 a.m.; 12:15 p.m.
Saturday		
7:30 a.m., 9:00 a.m; 5:00 p.m.
Sunday		
English: 7:30 a.m., 8:45 a.m., 5:00 p.m
		
Chinese: 10:15 a.m.
		
Italian: 11:45 a.m.
		
Latin Mass: 11:45 a.m. (First Sunday)

TIPS & SUGGESTIONS FOR VISITORS
As you enter the church imagine the wedding party of Joe DiMaggio and his
new bride Marilyn Monroe. They weren’t allowed to have the service inside
because of DiMaggio’s previous wife.
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SS Peter and Paul Church
VISITOR INFORMATION

CITY GUIDE TO SACRED SPACES

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

01.2

SS PETER AND
PAUL CHURCH

ABOUT: HISTORY & ORIGINS
Rose window over the front entry visible above
the organ loft. It depicts the Lamb before the
Throne of God, from the Book of Revelations.

Saints Peter and Paul Church, known as the “Italian
Cathedral,” was founded by four Salesian priests in
1884. The first pastor, Reverend Carlo Franchi, arrived
in San Francisco in 1880 and petitioned for a separate
parish to minister to the community of Italians flooding
the city. The first location of Saints Peter and Paul
Church was on the corner of Filbert Street and Grant
Avenue, when North Beach truly was “Little Italy.” This
building was a modest wood structure in the classic
Roman style of architecture with heavy columns
and a trussed roof. The small church accommodated
about 180 worshipers. It was destroyed by the 1906
earthquake and subsequent fire. A temporary church
was constructed but was inadequate to serve the needs
of the 25,000 parishioners.
The present Church was completed in 1924. This
new space was far more than just a church. The basement
used as a recreational area for the Salesian Boy’s Club,
whose basketball teams were city champs in the 1920s
and 30s. In 1925, a school opened in classrooms above
the church for grades 5 and above. Children climbed
five flights of stairs everyday to get to school. When
founded, instruction focused on conversational English,
writing and citizenship, geared towards assimilating the
new immigrants into their American society.
Just two years after the new church was completed,
it endured a fourteen-month-long ordeal when a terrorist
bombed the church five times. Two men were eventually
shot by the police in 1927 but never identified.
During the Great Depression, the Salesians
celebrated the beatification and canonization of their

View from the high altar towards the entry. Choir
loft and organ are visible above.

Salesian founder Fr. John Bosco in 1930 and 1934,
respectively. During the post-war momentum of the
1950s and at this time the parish completed work on the
church interior, an icon of Christ was completed above
the altar and painted medallions representing the four
Evangelists were completed on the ceiling.
By the 1960s second generation Italians started
moving to the suburbs and were replaced with Asian
immigrants from Taiwan, Hong Kong and China. Though
the church is ethnically diverse, it has retained much of
its Italian heritage, celebrating the feastdays of all the
Italian saints.
6
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suffered along with the rest of the city, but the church
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01.3

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

SS PETER AND
PAUL CHURCH

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
The white Carrara marble altar weighs over forty
tons, but glows lightly within the space.

The steel and reinforced concrete structure of Saints
Peter and Paul Church was, at the time of its construction,
one of the tallest buildings in San Francisco. Its North
Beach location on Washington Square Park made it a
visible landmark in the city. Designed by Charles Fantoni
in the Gothic Revival Style with Romanesque details.
Twin towers flanking the entry are 191 feet each in
height. The church nave measures 160 feet long, 100
feet wide and 60 feet high, and it is a truly overwhelming
feeling of upward space when you enter. When the
congregation moved into the church in 1924, it was still
a work in progress.
The interior of the church was constructed using
Carrara marble from Pietrasanta, Italy by the church
architect. The high altar completed in 1926, is of central
importance within the space and still has the original
Communion Rail. Made from carved Carrara marble, the
altar features statutes of St. Peter and St. Paul on either
side of Jesus Christ. Above the high altar is a dome
with a portrait of Christ painted by Ettore & Giuditta
Serbaroli. The East Altar was designed and built by Elio
Benevenuto. The side altars are crafted from mosaic
tiles by Italian artisans. 129 stained glass windows
throughout the church were made in San Francisco by
immigrant craftsmen from European workshops.
Education for Catholics was of major importance
to the immigrant community of the United States in
the early years of the city’s history. Saints Peter and
Paul’s Catholic school was thus of primary importance
to its parishioners, who believed that their religion was
The functions of the church are ingeniously hidden,

The school is hidden behind the high stained
glass in the nave, on the fifth level of the church.

integrated within the structure of the church to wrap
above and around the main sanctuary. Originally split
into separate sides for boys and girls, who exercised
by running up and down the five flights of stairs to the
classroom level. Both spaces are connected via the
organ loft and when their lights are on, provide the
equivalent of clerestory lighting for the stained glass
windows at the top of the church’s interior walls.

7
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being misrepresented in contemporary public schools.
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SAN FRANCISCO, CA
[SFO 02] BUDDHISM

02.1

BUDDHA’S
UNIVERSAL CHURCH

“We like to think our religion is
universal – it’s very understandable. I
think they caught the essence of the
Buddha very nicely.”
VIOLET WONG, FOUNDING MEMBER OF THE CHURCH

Buddha on the altar appears in the “Ship of the Dharma.”

Buddha’s Universal Church
VISITOR INFORMATION

37.795534,-122.405301
Street parking available, there is paid parking in nearby lots.

NEAREST TRANSIT

Bus 2, 3, 4, 9X, 15, 30, 38, 45, or 76 to Chinatown

WEBSITE
PHONE

www.bucsf.com
(415) 982-6116

OPEN HOURS
SERVICE HOURS

Monday – Thursday 10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Second Sunday of the month: 11:15 a.m.

TIPS & SUGGESTIONS FOR VISITORS
St
Walk across to the concrete walkway on the way to the Brutalist-style Hilton
California
Hotel. You can get a great view of the church from this vantage point.
The church hosts dramatic performances in their comfortable auditorium
space. Check the schedule for listings.
Have lunch at the Empress of China nearby. This space was designed by
Campbell and Wong in flamboyant Chinoiserie style.
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COORDINATES
PARKING

ery St
Montgom

720 Washington Street, San Francisco, CA 94108
Chinatown

Kearny St

ADDRESS
NEIGHBORHOOD
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02.2

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

BUDDHA’S
UNIVERSAL CHURCH

ABOUT: HISTORY & ORIGINS
Painterly art glass in the meeting room protects
the space from the busy Chinatown street outside.

The Buddha’s Universal Church is the largest Buddhist
church in the US, a San Francisco City Landmark, and
home to the largest Buddhist congregation in the
city. In 1951 the Church purchased an old nightclub
building. Unfortunately, the building was found to be
architecturally unsound due to hasty construction after
damage from the 1906 earthquake. Due to lack of
funds, the 300 members of the Church began to build
it themselves, tearing down the old structure brick by
brick. Despite the incredible devotion of the members,
money was still disastrously short. They improvised and
took to the streets, selling fortune cookies to raise funds,
in a scheme they dubbed: “Cookies to Concrete!”
In 1958 to raise interest and funds, they hosted a
spectacular bazaar at the construction site in honor of
the Chinese New Year. There were over thirty booths
and prizes including stuffed teddy bears, parakeets,
canned hams and live goldfish. Building continued
steadily for over eleven years, during which time,
despite hardship every founding member contributed
personally to the construction and or financing of the
church. Architect Worley K. Wong (1912-1985,) born in
Oakland, contributed his design for the space pro bono.
This remarkable community investment and effort
resulted in the only Buddhist Church ever to have
been built voluntarily by a diverse group of members
from different races and faiths. A dedication ceremony

Roof terrace at the top of the church. This is a
sapling from the original Bodhi tree that Buddha
sat beneath to meditate. He contemplated for 19
days before reaching Enlightenment. Originally,
one of six small shoots from India, this is the only
one that survived.
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officially opened the completed church in 1963.
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02.3

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

BUDDHA’S
UNIVERSAL CHURCH

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
Founding members assisted with the fabrication
of this screen consisting of anodized and joined
connectors which they assembled by hand.

A well-regarded Bay Area Modernist, the architect of
Buddha’s Universal Church, Worley K. Wong donated his
work free of charge. He and his partner, John Carden
Campbell, were invited to participate in the “Case Study
House Program,” created by editor John Entenza in
conjunction with the magazine Arts and Architecture in
1945. Their Case Study House #27 was unfortunately
never built, but the project demonstrates their firm’s
prominence, being featured amongst the best designers
of the time.
The entry of the church is marked by finely crafted
steel screen walls, specially designed and manufactured
by a local Bay Area factory. They consist of overlapping
metal circles, joined by specially designed connectors
which were assembled by the founding members.
Off the main entry, to the left is the main
auditorium, with the Buddha altar raised on a stage-like
platform. It is designed to bring to mind the “Ship of
the Dharma,” or the teachings of the Buddha. The altar
is framed by paneled teak walls, representing sails of
the ship. The rare teakwood was donated to the church
by the government of Burma. The altar is transformed
annually into a stage for the church play, performed
in the space. Rows of auditorium seats face the altar,
creating a comfortable space for services, lectures and
performances.
Above the main space is a balcony mezzanine level
connected to the Chapel of the Bamboo Grove housing
another unusually crafted mosaic tile and gold-leafed
image of the Buddha. Across from the main entry hall
meetings. Bas-relief bronze sculptures representing

Mosaic image of Buddha by Margaret Bruton of
Monterey, California.

Buddha and Dharma tales and seen throughout
the space were created in the Repoussée Style, in
which the metal is shaped by pushing and sculpting
it from the back.
The 5th floor roof garden, named the Garden of
Symbols, forms a tranquil outdoor room with amazing
views of the city skyline and framed views of Chinatown.
A dry landscape garden of white terrazzo has been cut
and set in the shape of a lotus flower, to remind viewers
that this pure flower manages to thrive and blossom,
even in the midst of the most muddy waters.
10
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is a meeting room used for conferences and board
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SAN FRANCISCO, CA
[SF0 03] ISLAM

03.1

ISLAMIC SOCIETY OF
SAN FRANCISCO

“…it was offices – a lot has changed to
make it one space. They had to remove
(walls) and put in the bathrooms
and ablution area. It was a lot of
work…this used to be five stories but
when the (1906) earthquake hit – two
floors went down.”
IMAM KHALID
Top floor of the Islamic Society of San Francisco Masjid Darussalem.

Islamic Society of San Francisco
VISITOR INFORMATION
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Lafayette
Park

e

Open for the five prayers daily.
Eid Al-Adha Prayer 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
Takbeer		
8:30 a.m.
Friday Jummah
1:15 p.m. (usually in English)

rid
g

SERVICES

yB

4:30 a.m. – 11:00 p.m. (varies by sun)

Ba

OPEN HOURS

y St

www.islamsf.com
(415) 863-7987
er
Montgom

WEBSITE
PHONE

Kearny St

37.781329,-122.41204
Street parking is available.
14th/Mission bus or BART to 24th st.

t

COORDINATES
PARKING
NEAREST TRANSIT

hS

20 Jones Street, San Francisco, CA 94102
Civic Center, Tenderloin
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03.2

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

ISLAMIC SOCIETY
OF SAN FRANCISCO

ABOUT: HISTORY & ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
Screen in the street-level entry was digitally
fabricated by local architecture students. It
incorporates eight-sided geometries commonly
used in Islamic art and architecture.

The Islamic Center of San Francisco manages the
Masjid Darussalam As the largest Mosque in downtown
San Francisco; the Masjid has a diverse congregation of
worshippers from various cultural backgrounds including
India, Pakistan, Russia, Senegal and China. Sermons are
conducted in English and all are welcome to worship
or for more information about Islam. In keeping with
their mission to offer inclusive education for Muslims
and non-Muslims alike, the Islamic Society of San
Francisco strives to be open and inclusive. The space
is primarily geared toward those working Downtown,
from cab drivers to financial district workers. Despite
its convenient central location, membership does not
comprise many families; as such programming at the
center reflects other emphases, including interfaith
outreach. Since the events of 9/11, this Masjid has made
great effort to educate San Franciscans about Islam.
During the Muslim holy month of Ramadan,
center hosts an Interfaith Iftar meal, which breaks the
daylight hours fast, inviting guests from local churches,
synagogues and other places of worship to come and
share food after sundown with fellow Muslim members.
The Masjid is located on the site of the former
Prager’s Department Store on Jones Street. After
the earthquake in 1906, the top floors of the building
collapsed. After complete renovation, the new structure
had only two full floors and was used as office space
prior to its purchase by the Islamic Society.
To convert the building for use as a mosque, the
interior space was opened up to accommodate a large,
meeting point of San Francisco’s old and new city grid,

The carved minbar in front of the angled wall
designating the qibla, or direction of Mecca.

the top floor sacred space is lined on two sides with
large, full windows providing natural light and ventilation.
The interior is furnished with a series of ornate and
eclectic donations from members and visitors, including
a bench made from the doors of a former mosque in
Afghanistan.
The Center is currently fundraising to finance a
renovation. This change is being planned to transform
the mosque into a multi-use space, providing programs
and attracting enough members, so as to have an
effect in improving their surrounding neighborhood
in the Tenderloin.
12
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open prayer room and gathering area. Situated at the
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SAN FRANCISCO, CA
[SFO 04] ROMAN CATHOLIC

04.1

CATHEDRAL OF
ST. MARY OF THE
ASSUMPTION
“I still believe that style comes from
understanding all the elements of a
problem: space, access, view, sun, scale,
itimacy, even love. If you are a poet or
an artist, then architecture will have real
style in an authentic, not artificial way.”
PIETRO BELLUSCHI,
ORAL HISTORY BY MEREDITH L. CLAUSEN, THE SMITHSONIAN

Sunday Mass in the main sanctuary specially designed by Fratelli Ruffatti of Padua, Itlay.

Cathedral of St. Mary of the Assumption
VISITOR INFORMATION

www.cbsfa.org
(505) 982-5619

OPEN HOURS
SERVICE HOURS

Daily		
Monday - Saturday
Saturday		
Sunday		
		
Weekdays

8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
6:45 a.m., 8 a.m, & 12:10 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7:30 a.m., 9:00 a.m. (Gregorian Chant),
11:00 a.m., &1:00 p.m. (Spanish)
7:00 a.m., & 5:15 p.m.

Confessions:
		

Monday – Friday 11:30 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Saturday 4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Alta
Plaza

o St

California

TIPS & SUGGESTIONS FOR VISITORS
Because of the cathedral’s hill location, entry is available from both the lower
level and at the level of the sanctuary. For the full effect, enter from the
“upper” level.
There’s a Gregorian chant held every Sunday at 9:00 a.m.
Golden Gate
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WEBSITE
PHONE

orth St

37.78427,-122.425734
On site free parking.
Bus #38 or 38L, 70, 80, 47

Leavenw

COORDINATES
PARKING
NEAREST TRANSIT

St
Webster

1111 Gough Street, San Francisco, CA 94109
Cathedral Hill, above Western Addition

Divisader

ADDRESS
NEIGHBORHOOD
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04.2

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

CATHEDRAL OF
ST. MARY OF THE
ASSUMPTION

ABOUT: HISTORY & ORIGINS
The soaring hyperbolic paraboloidal steeple rises
135 feet above the main sanctuary.

Following the discovery of gold in 1849, the city of San
Francisco attracted many newcomers and grew into a
thriving metropolis. In 1853 Mass was celebrated at
the original Old St. Mary’s, a church that still stands in
Chinatown. By 1891, the surrounding “Barbary Coast”
neighborhood had grown so unsafe that Archbishop
Patrick Riordan sought to build a new, larger church
in the “Western Addition” neighborhood. This new
cathedral was named St. Mary of the Assumption and
was located on Van Ness Avenue at O’Farrell Street.
Dedicated in 1891, this imposing red brick Gothic church
was strong enough to withstand the 1906 earthquake.
However, it was completely destroyed by a fire on
September 7th, 1962.
Under the leadership of The Most Reverend
Joseph T. McGucken, a new cathedral was planned.
This new cathedral marked a unique and tremendous
opportunity to embody the changes by the Second
Vatican Council to Catholicism. New, controversial
changes included allowing mass to be held in vernacular
languages instead of Latin, allowing the priest to face
the congregation, rather than being their conduit to God
and in general encouraging greater lay participation.
To design a new church in the wake of these changes
invited the marriage of modern design to tradition.
The Church was controversial not only because
of its adherence to the changes in worship from the
Vatican Council, but also because of the grandiose
scale of the structure. Its supporters argued that
it is a magnificent homage to God, but dissenters
to help needy parishioners and instead of erecting

View of the main sanctuary with concrete pylons
connecting the steeple to the brick floor. Faceted
glass windows by Enrico Manfrini of Milan, Italy,
are visible over the entry.

this extravagant edifice.
The task of building the new cathedral was
daunting; San Francisco is earthquake-prone, requiring
seismically engineered buildings. In general, the taste
for architecture in the city ran towards the conservative
and classical and the modern proposal for the cathedral
in such a prominent place in the city drew much criticism.
Despite the challenges that marked the planning and
construction of the church, in 2007 it was honored by
the local chapter of the American Institute of Architects
as one of San Francisco’s top 25 buildings.
14
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argued that the funds should have instead been used
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04.3

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

CATHEDRAL OF
ST. MARY OF THE
ASSUMPTION

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
Bronze doors were Enrico Manfrini of Milan, Italy.

The structure is an engineering tour de force. Standing
prominently on its hillside site, the hyperbolic paraboloid
form is visible from all over the city of San Francisco
and truly manifests the modern version of the Gothic
cathedrals in Medieval Europe.
The Cathedral of St. Mary of the Assumption was
designed by three local San Francisco architects, Angus
McSweeney, Paul Ryan and John Lee. Italian architect
Pietro Belluschi served as the design consultant, invited
by the Archdiocese to contribute his vast expertise in
designing sacred spaces. At this time he was serving
as dean of the MIT School of Architecture in Cambridge,
MA, whose faculty was pioneering the use of concrete
structural shell technology. Luigi Nervi, also from Italy
collaborated as project engineer.
The concrete technology used to structure the
cathedral allowed for massive clear spans of space
on the interior. This ensures that everyone in the
congregation could view the altar without columns
impeding the view, thus embracing the new tenets of
Catholicism envisioned post Vatican II. The sanctuary
seats 2,400 people and allows 1,500 standing. No pew
is more than 75 feet from the altar. The interior plan
combines the cruciform plan from Gothic cathedrals
with the Greek cross and dome from Byzantine
churches. The form of St. Mary’s dimensionally conveys
these traditional elements
Renowned sculptor Enrico Manfrini from Milan
spent six years designing and creating the faceted glass
and bronze doors. The baldachino was designed for the
organ was built in 1971 by Fratelli Ruffatti of Pauda, Italy,

Entry from the lower level to the main sanctuary.

and seems to emerge from the geometry of the space
becoming a focal point in the sanctuary.
The structure meets in a cruciform-shaped void
overhead. Oriented to the cardinal directions, this
faceted glass was designed by Professor Gregory Kepes
of MIT. The blue glass in the north represents water; the
gold and yellow of the south represents the sun and
light; the red of the west window represents fire and
the green of the east – the Earth. At night, the building
is well illuminated, with the travertine cladding reflecting
the light from the saddle-shaped roof and shining across
the city like a beacon for the faithful.
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space by Richard Lippold and hangs over the altar. The
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[SFO 05] EPISCOPAL

05.1

GRACE CATHEDRAL

“When he got the commission to build
Grace Cathedral – Hobart spent time in
Europe looking at large parish churches
and cathedrals there and thought that
when people entered the cathedral...
(they) should be struck first by the
whole and not by detail.”
CHARLES SHIPLEY III, CATHEDRAL HISTORIAN

Rose window above the entry illustrating St. Francis Canticle of the Sun created by Gabriel Loire of Chartres, France.

Grace Cathedral
VISITOR INFORMATION

OPEN HOURS

Sunday – Friday
Saturday		
Sunday		

SERVICE HOURS
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TIPS & SUGGESTIONS FOR VISITORS
Join participants on the second Friday of every month from 6:00 p.m. –
8:45 p.m. as they walk the labyrinth by candlelight.
The baptism scene in the movie Milk about San Francisco gay rights activist
and Commissioner Harvey Milk was filmed here.

Co

Van Ness

7:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. (Spanish), 10:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m., & 5:15 p.m.
Saturday 		
7:00 a.m.
Sunday Obligation 5:15 p.m.
Holy Days
7:00 a.m., 12:10 p.m. (at Cristo Rey
Church), & 5:15 p.m.
Weekdays
7:00 a.m. & 5:15 p.m.
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www.gracecathedral.org
(415) 749-6300

t

WEBSITE
PHONE

tS

37.791472, -122.414121
2 hour street parking, also nearby pay lots.
27 Bryant Bus, MUNI 1 bus, and the California St.,
Powell-Mansion, Powell-Hyde Cable Cars.

ke

COORDINATES
PARKING
NEAREST TRANSIT

ar

1100 California Street, San Francisco, California 94108
Nob Hill

M

ADDRESS
NEIGHBORHOOD
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05.2

GRACE CATHEDRAL

ABOUT: HISTORY & ORIGINS
Detail of mural in the side aisle showing scenes
from the genesis of the cathedral building. The
murals were created using wax tempera and
gold leaf by Polish-American artist Jan Henryk
De Rosen and Antonio Sotomayor.

Grace Cathedral is the replacement structure for its
ancestral parish, Grace Chapel. Later called the historic
Grace Church, this original structure was built during the
1849 California Gold Rush and then destroyed during
the 1906 earthquake and fire. William H. Crocker, banker
and son of Charles Crocker – the railroad baron and his
wife Ethel were on the East coast when they heard
the news that their homes had also been burned in the
fire. They decided to stay in New York and having been
parishioners of the original Grace Chapel, donated their
property on Nob Hill to the church for the purposes of
building a cathedral. They stipulated that the name be
retained and both are memorialized within the cathedral
walls, along with their descendents.
Lewis P. Hobart was selected as the architect with
Ralph Adams Cram serving as design consultant. Cram
was known as the preeminent architect of the Gothic
Revival Style in the United States. The cornerstone was
laid in 1910 but it wasn’t until 1964 that the Cathedral
was dedicated! Construction began in 1928 and the
new Chapel of Grace completed in 1930. The nave and
side aisles were partially completed when the Great
Depression prevented further progress. A temporary
steel wall was erected at the unfinished east end,
now the narthex and entry to the Cathedral. The north
tower was built between 1936 and 1941. In 1995, the
cathedral close was completed after the building of the
Chapter House, their parking garage and east end of the
Cathedral School.
Ever since AIDS was first recognized in 1981,
awareness and response. In the main floor level of the

View of the apse from the high altar with stained
glass windows by the Connick Studios of Boston.

north tower, the Singing Tower, houses the Interfaith
AIDS Chapel. It was dedicated in 1995 to all who
have died from the disease and to their survivors and
caretakers. The Chapel houses a revolving display of
panels from the thousands belonging to the Names
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt. This chapel also holds
the 600-pound triptych altarpiece designed by Keith
Haring, completed two weeks before his death from
AIDS in 1990.
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Grace Cathedral has always been leading the fight for
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05.3

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

GRACE CATHEDRAL

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
Architect of Grace Cathedral, Lewis Hobart used Sainte
Chapelle in Paris, dedicated in 1248 by St. Louis IX, the
King of the France, as a basis for the first inhabitable part
of the cathedral, the Chapel of Grace.
The revival of the Gothic style in the United States
gave rise to a wealth of artisans continuing the craft
tradition of those who built the original Cathedrals in
Europe. Grace Cathedral has 68 stained glass windows,
most of which depict Biblical scenes, covering about
7,290 square feet. The windows featured are of three
different styles: traditional stained glass, faceted glass
and fused glass - embodying the evolution of stained
glass technology. The rose window in the east, based on
St. Francis’ The Canticle of the Sun, is made of faceted
glass - a French invention of the 1920s where inch-thick
glass bricks are faceted on their interior surfaces and as
such placed into reinforced cement to create mosaicslike panels. Charles Connick was one of the best-known
stained glass artists of the time his Connick Studios in
Boston operated from 1912 to 1986. Two thirds of the
windows in Grace Cathedral are Connick windows,
most of which were installed around Easter 1930.
The monolithic scale of the Cathedral matches
those original Gothic structures, but here, modern
technologies are implemented to withstand the seismic
requirements of the volatile Bay Area region. Rather
than traditional stacked masonry construction, Hobart
designed the structure to be reinforced concrete,
poured in place to create a unified space. The time-span
of the construction period certainly matches that of its
1964 and still retaining a sense of incompleteness. The

The soaring grandeur of the nave with labyrinth in
the foreground. Connick windows and murals are
visible on the left side aisle.

cathedral’s main doors are lost wax cast replicas of the
gilded bronze doors made by Lorenzo Ghiberti for the
Baptistry of the Duomo in Florence, Italy. A central spire
or flêche, soars above the crossing, matching that of the
original Sainte Chapelle.
Grace Cathedral’s labyrinth is a replica of the
famous labyrinth in Chartres Cathedral, France – it was
traced, on site by the Rev. Dr. Lauren Artress and later
inscribed in the stone floor of Grace Cathedral. The
original labyrinth symbolizes the soul’s journey through
the world toward final redemption.
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Gothic antecedents; being dedicated only as recently as
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SAN FRANCISCO, CA
[SFO 06] LANDSCAPE

06.1

HUNTINGTON PARK

“There’s plenty of room for neighbors
and visitors in the sculptured landscape
and formal gardens. It is a destination
on the hilltop, a year round outdoor
room in the heart of the city.”
FORMER NOB HILL DENIZEN

Sculptured trees and comfortable seats line the symmetrical paths of Huntington Park.

Huntington Park
VISITOR INFORMATION
ADDRESS
NEIGHBORHOOD

At California and Taylor Streets, San Francisco, CA
Nob Hill

COORDINATES
PARKING

37.791690,-122.412340
2 hour street parking, also nearby pay lots.

NEAREST TRANSIT

27 Bryant Bus, MUNI 1 bus, and the California St.,
Powell-Mansion, Powell-Hyde Cable Cars.

OPEN HOURS

Public park open all hours.
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The Powell Street Cable Car is very much in demand by tourists and visitors.
To avoid a long queue, take the California Cable Car instead. Departing from
Market & California it’s more regularly used by locals and Nob Hill residents to
access the park and cathedral.
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TIPS & SUGGESTIONS FOR VISITORS
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SAN FRANCISCO, CA

HUNTINGTON PARK

ABOUT: HISTORY & DESCRIPTION
Seating provides framed views of the Cathedral
within the landscape.

Located at the summit of Nob Hill, overlooking
Downtown San Francisco, Huntington Park is today a
publicly accessible sacred space, for rest and relaxation.
Its perspective provides an overview of life in the city,
and one which was previously off-limits to all but the
richest in the city. Nob Hill became a most fashionable
place to live after the construction of the California St.
cable car, which provided easier access to its steep
slopes. The original owner of the site was General David
D. Colton who built a grandiose mansion for himself
and his family in 1872, featuring marble staircases and
a portico of Corinthian columns. Arabella and Collis P.
Huntington purchased the house in 1892. Huntington
was one of the ‘Big Four’ railroad barons of the region
and eager to display his nouveau riche status with an
ostentatious address. After her husband’s death in 1900,
Ms. Huntington lived there until the mansion perished
during the earthquake and ensuing fires of 1906.
In 1915, she donated this site to the city of San
Francisco to be enjoyed by all residents of the city. In the
1970s, the Nob Hill Association, the oldest neighborhood
association in the city collaborated with the San
Francisco Recreation and Park Department, to begin the
conservation and restoration of Huntington Park. This
project has now ensured the continued maintenance of
the park. Members of the Crocker family donated the
Fountain of the Tortoises to the people of San Francisco
in 1954. Now defining the central axis of the park, this
fountain is a replica of a 400-year-old Roman fountain,
and portrays four bronze youths standing on dolphins.
by Giacomo della Porta is still functioning in Piazza

The historic Flood Mansion on the left and the
Mark Hopkins Hotel on the right anchor the park
in its current location.

Mattei, Rome, Italy. Pope Alexander VII commissioned
Vatican artist Gian Lorenzo Bernini to restore the fountain
in 1658, during which time he added the titular tortoises.
Once an area that was strictly residential, the park
is now surrounded by Grace Cathedral, the historic Flood
Mansion, the California Masonic Memorial Temple. The
Fairmont and Mark Hopkins hotels now anchor the
Eastern corners of the hill in a five-star manner. Today
the park houses a newly renovated playground, tables,
which along with the fountains, attracting children and
adults alike for rest, observation and leisure.
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The original Fontana delle Tartarughe, designed in 1581
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Park Presidio Blvd
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[SFO 07] SWEDENBORGIAN

07.1

SWEDENBORGIAN
CHURCH

“There’s a lot of connections between
spiritual and material world, and that’s
why this was built, to bring the natural
world inside.”
REV. JEFF CHIEFETZ, INTERIM MINISTER

In the sanctuary, natural and man-made elements combine to create an Arts and Crafts interior of simple integrity.

ADDRESS
NEIGHBORHOOD

2107 Lyon Street, San Francisco, CA 94115
Pacific Heights

COORDINATES
PARKING
NEAREST TRANSIT

37.790229, -122.446118
Please leave plenty of time for street parking.
Bus 3, 43

WEBSITE
PHONE

www.sfswedenborgian.org
(415) 346-6466

OPEN HOURS

Call ahead for an appointment.

SERVICE HOURS

Sunday 11:00 a.m.

o St

Divisader

TIPS & SUGGESTIONS FOR VISITORS
Be sure to visit the Parish House to the left of the main entry and garden. Here
you will see examples of early “Mission Style” furniture designed especially
for the church by Bernard Maybeck.
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Swedenborgian Church
VISITOR INFORMATION
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07.2

SWEDENBORGIAN
CHURCH

ABOUT: HISTORY & ORIGINS
Parish records are preserved in their original
handwritten form and date from the church’s
inception in 1895.

The theological writings of Emanuel Swedenborg are
the backbone of the Swedenborgian Church. Born in
Sweden in 1688, Swedenborg was a renowned scientist
and reforming theologian, at the forefront of what later
became known as the Age of Enlightenment. Although
he was formally a Lutheran, his writings reached
the edges of conventional 18th Century Christianity,
landing him in a deadlocked heresy trial. Central among
Swedenborg’s teachings is the belief that all life is
spiritual and that all things reveal something essential for
the divine. He called the new phase of spiritual potential
that he foresaw the world entering into the “New Age.”
Almost two decades after his death in 1772, a group
of his English followers, mainly former Anglican and
Methodists, founded the first Swedenborgian Church
in England. In the United States, Swedenborg has
had many famous followers, notably Transcendentalist
thinkers such as Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry James, Sr.,
Bronson Alcott (father of Louisa May Alcott) and the
British Romanticists such as William Blake, Elizabeth
Barrett Browning and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Helen
Keller, D.T. Suzuki, Jorge Luis Borges and William Butler
Yeats have also been influenced by his religious insights.
The first Swedenborgian Church was founded in
America in 1795, in Boston by Rev. Thomas Worcester.
By 1850 there were almost a hundred such churches
in the United States and the first Swedenborgian
clergyman, John Doughty, arrived in California. He
founded two separate Swedenborgian churches in San
Francisco, neither of which stands today. In 1867, Rev.
in San Francisco. At first, his growing congregation of

Seating consists of 80 handcrafted chairs,
designed by A. Page Brown, architect of the
San Francisco Ferry Building. Murals on the wall
were created by William Keith and represent the
four California seasons.

Swedenborgians worshiped in Druids Hall on Sutter
Street in San Francisco, but in 1894 he was involved
in the planning of the present church. The present
church was finished in 1895 in the Arts & Crafts Style of
architecture, complementing the religious and spiritual
outlook of the Swedenborgian Church.
The church has continued to flourish and grow, and
is the first and only house of worship in San Francisco
to receive Landmark status in more than fifteen years.
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Joseph Worcester, son of Thomas Worcester, arrived
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SAN FRANCISCO, CA

SWEDENBORGIAN
CHURCH

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
Heavy retaining walls create a level podium for
the courtyard garden, an important part of the
overall design of the church. Selected for their
spiritual significance, trees surrounding the
garden space include a Japanese maple, a Cedar
of Lebanon, an olive tree from Palestine, a yew
tree from Ireland and majestic local redwoods.

The Rev. Joseph Worcester, who came to the city from
Boston in 1867, was the first minister of what was
originally known as “San Francisco’s Church of the New
Jerusalem.” He is responsible for bringing together the
interdisciplinary team that created this hidden sacred
space, tucked behind the walls of a steep street in Pacific
Heights. He also contributed to its planning and design.
A. Page Brown served as the architect of record for the
Swedenborgian Church, however Bernard Maybeck, a
draftsman in the office at the time, contributed greatly to
the project. Maybeck went on to design many prominent
landmarks in the Bay Area, including the First Church of
Christ Scientist in Berkeley. The group used the tenets
of the Arts and Crafts Style to integrate design with
finely-crafted furniture and artwork within the space.
A small portico leads to the outdoor walled
courtyard, connecting the complex of three buildings
on the site. Specially selected trees from all over the
world serve as the exterior walls to the church complex.
Exterior materials comprise oven-fired bricks, laid in a
“pointed” style creating texture and shadow on the
façade. Other Mission Revival Style details include
wrought-iron grillework facing the street and heavy tiles
on the roof. Luckily the church has survived seismic
damage due to its stable bedrock location in Pacific
Heights, however the masonry structure and tower
make it vulnerable to future harm. Maybeck designed
the space to be supported by massive madrone tree
trunks, which serve as interior columns and arched
beams. These were brought to the site from the Santa
their raw state, covered with bark.

View of the interior walled garden which is
designed to serve as an outdoor room.

The interior of the sanctuary remains remarkably
unchanged since 1895. Upon entering, one is greeting
by a huge fireplace and hearth. Originally wood-burning,
now it is powered by gas. Individual chairs, all original
to the space were made without nails. Their rush seats
were woven from tule rushes from the Sacramento
River Delta, echoing the Spanish Colonial method of
furniture construction and echo the indigenous Ohlone
techniques from the region. Said to be inspirational to
other famous Arts and Crafts designers such as Gustav
Stickley, the chairs still appear timelessly usable – exactly
as they were originally designed.
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Cruz Mountains, north of the city, in 1895 and are still in
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08.1

[SFO 08] CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM

CONGREGATION
BETH SHOLOM

“My ideal…is that the space can be
used for all faiths, so in an ideal world
it could be a church on Sunday, a schul
on Saturday and a mosque on Friday.”
RABBI MICAH HYMAN

Central stair, with monolithic curved concrete sanctuary to the south, and on the north, a zinc-clad cube.

ADDRESS
NEIGHBORHOOD

301 14th Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94118
Outer Richmond

COORDINATES
PARKING

37.782375, -122.473094
Limited street parking.

NEAREST TRANSIT

MUNI bus 1, 2, 28 and 38

WEBSITE
PHONE

www.bethsholomsf.org
(415) 221-8736

OPEN HOURS

Call ahead for an appointment.

OPEN HOURS

Monday – Thursday
Friday		
Saturdays		
Sundays		

7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.;
7:00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.;
9:00 a.m., 5:00 p.m., 6:00 p.m.;
8:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.

TIPS & SUGGESTIONS FOR VISITORS

8

Park Presidio Blvd

15th Ave

14th Ave

With a space for meditation in their new building – there is a place now for
“Jew-Bu’s” in this modern synagogue.

Clement St

Geary Blvd
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Congregation Beth Sholom
VISITOR INFORMATION
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SAN FRANCISCO, CA

CONGREGATION
BETH SHOLOM

ABOUT: HISTORY & ORIGINS
Torah scrolls visible behind the bronze doors of
the ark.

Congregation Beth Sholom was founded in 1904 by
Eastern European Jews arriving on the West Coast of
the United States. In 1921, the Congregation purchased
a Baptist Church where services were held until 1935,
when the first Beth Sholom synagogue was built. The
first Rabbi Saul E. White began his tenure in that same
year at this Richmond District site on 14th Avenue at
Clement St. Under his leadership, Beth Sholom became
a prominent part of the Jewish community an outspoken
proponent of women’s rights and social justice.
Though its denomination is conservative, Beth
Sholom has always been on the forefront of social
change within the Jewish community. Rabbi Saul
E. White continued to speak out for social justice
throughout his 48-year tenure, condemning the war in
Vietnam. The current congregation ensures that this
tradition of social justice alive.
Amongst Conservative institutions, Beth Sholom
is progressive; it was among the first Conservative
synagogues to allow women to participate equally
within all aspects of religious life, and among the first to
recognize LGBT members.
Rabbi Alan Lew, the congregation’s fourth rabbi,
also prominently influenced the congregation. Before he
reconnected with Judaism, he practiced Zen Buddhism.
He was the co-founder, with Zoketsu Norman Fischer, of
the Jewish meditation center Makor Or, now located at
the Jewish Community Center (JCC) in San Francisco.
Enforcing a vision of interfaith collaboration, current
Rabbi Micah Hyman’s engaging and enthusiastic style of
enrichment of the Jewish Community.

Auditorium-style seating allows the congregation
to look one another in the eye.
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worship is designed to support the education and the
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CONGREGATION
BETH SHOLOM

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
Void space allows for circulation between the
secular and sacred functions of the synagogue.

The original synagogue structure on the current
site, dating from 1935 was demolished to build a
contemporary building for Congregation Beth Sholom.
The new structure was designed by Stanley Saitowitz
and dedicated in 2008. This new building occupies the old
location at the intersection of Park Presidio and Clement
Street. Comprising two distinct buildings, placed on a
plinth, which forms a rear courtyard on the second level
and provides access to the upper levels. To the south is
the monolithic curved concrete sanctuary, and on the
north, the zinc-clad cube, housing the community and
social functions. The entry bisects this plinth at street
level and leads to the stairs providing access to the
primary sacred space – the main sanctuary. On the left,
under the zinc cube, is the daily chapel – an intimate,
designed gem. On the south are the administrative
functions, library, meditation space and religious school
overlooking a pocket garden under the South curve of
the main sanctuary above.
The sanctuary was designed to signify a solid,
concrete structure floating like an ark. The exterior is
colored golden yellow to recall Jerusalem’s Western
Wall. Accessed from the second level rear courtyard,
this space has two distinct sides with auditorium-style
seating allowing for a capacity of 632 people. The tiers
of seats allow congregants to face one another without
barriers or separation. This layout recalls that of the firstknown synagogue at the fortress of Masada, where
communal worship between men and women was
normal. In this sanctuary, the only window is a slice in
the sanctuary, although it can create the drawback of

A skylight window provides illumination for the
Eternal Light above the ark.

glare. This same opening becomes the Eternal Light
above the ark. This is placed, according to tradition, on
the eastern wall of the synagogue. A shadow menorah
animates the wall tracing the movement of the sun
throughout the day and is then illuminated at night.
Koret Hall, can accommodate up to 410 people
for films or lectures. This hall is used for celebrations
and communal congregational events. This building,
in contrast to the masonry sanctuary, is reflective and
light. When illuminated, either naturally or artificially, the
zinc glows and reflects the curved form of the concrete
sanctuary across the courtyard.
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the ceiling, a skylight, which allows natural light to enter
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SACRED SITES SELECTED
[SFO 09] Mission Dolores Park
[SFO 10] St. Gregory of Nyssa Episcopal Church
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[SF0 09] LANDSCAPE

09.1

MISSION
DOLORES PARK

“It’s not just a park, it’s a way of (San
Francisco) life. On a warm day, it
seems like everyone in San Francisco
is in Dolores Park.”
BRYAN B., SAN FRANCISCO YELPER

A San Francisco cyclist takes a well-deserved break at the top of the hill defining Delores Park.

Mission Dolores Park
VISITOR INFORMATION
ADDRESS
NEIGHBORHOOD

Church/Dolores & 18th/20th Streets, San Francisco, CA
Mission Dolores

COORDINATES
PARKING
NEAREST TRANSIT

37.761471, -122.426163
Street parking available.
MUNI Metro J-Line and by MUNI’s 33-Ashbury. 16th
Street BART/MUNI station is a 15 minute walk.

OPEN HOURS

Public park open all hours.

TIPS & SUGGESTIONS FOR VISITORS
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Walk to the top of the hill, the 20th St. boundary of the park for the best
skyline view in the city.
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09.2

MISSION
DOLORES PARK

ABOUT: HISTORY & DESCRIPTION
Comfortable bench with dramatic panoramic
view of Downtown San Francisco.

From atop the hill in Mission Dolores park there is
panoramic view of Downtown San Francisco. The park
has distinct flat and hilly areas. Traditionally, the bottom
of the park at 18th St. has been used for soccer, tennis,
jogging and dog-walking. Modern “tribes” of local
hipsters and LGBT folks now hang out, parade, and
enjoy this designated space bridging multiple cultural
and ethnic enclaves in the city.
What now serves as a de facto backyard for many
residents of urban San Francisco, first belonged to
the indigenous Native American Ohlone Tribe. When
Spanish missionaries first arrived in 1776, they found
the Ohlone living where the park is now situated.
When the missionaries came, they co-inhabited the
almost fourteen-acre site, sharing the space with those
recently arrived living in Mission Dolores; but soon their
numbers were decimated due to illness and disease.
As more settlers moved to San Francisco during the
1849 Gold Rush, new settlers, gamblers, and tavern
keepers took ownership of the land and the Ohlone
slowly disappeared.
In 1861 Congregation Sherith Israel bought the
land for use as a Jewish cemetery. By 1894 burial within
the city limits was outlawed and the land was purchased
in 1905 by the City of San Francisco, which established
the site as Dolores Park. The next year the park served
as an impromptu refugee camp for over 1,600 families
whose homes were destroyed by the earthquake and
subsequent fire.
The demographic of the area has changed
working class Irish, Italian, Scandinavian, and German

Part of the usual parade visible within the park.

immigrants began to move out of the neighborhood, and
new immigrants from Mexico and Central America took
their place. Since in the 1960s, the park hosts a diversity
of cultural, political, sporting events and ethnic festivals.
A renovation of the park is planned for 2011 providing
much-needed improvements including repaved tennis
courts and new and improved bathroom facilities. This
maintenance will ensure that the park remains a sacred
space, designated for use, observation and enjoyment.
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drastically in the past 100 years. After World War II,
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ST. GREGORY OF
NYSSA EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
“We reckon that people living in
San Francisco today are not necessarily
looking for a hierarchical kind of
arrangement of community but rather a
way in which they participate as friends
of each other, as friends of God.”
PAUL FROMBERG, RECTOR

Christ serves as Lord of the Dance over the vast array of historical and contemporary “saints” selected by the congregation.

St. Gregory of Nyssa Episcopal Church
VISITOR INFORMATION
500 De Haro Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
Mission, Potrero

COORDINATES
PARKING

37.763133, -122.40171
Street is parking available.

NEAREST TRANSIT

MUNI bus lines 10, 19 and 22

WEBSITE
PHONE

www.saintgregorys.org
(415) 255-8100

OPEN HOURS
SERVICE HOURS

Call ahead for an appointment.
Sunday 		
Eucharist: 8:30 a.m.
		
Education Hour 9:30 a.m.
		
Eucharist 10:45 a.m.
Monday – Friday
8:00 a.m.

m
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St. Gregory’s is open to all. Visitors to services should be willing to actively
participate, to dance and to sing. The congregants on Sunday dance, along
with the Saints depicted in their murals, after receiving Eucharist.
Dogs are welcome in this space! If you want to attend the 8:30 or 10:45 Sunday
liturgies you can bring your leashed (and well-behaved) dog along with you.
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ST. GREGORY OF
NYSSA EPISCOPAL
CHURCH

ABOUT: HISTORY & ORIGINS
Contemporary figures were selected to serve as
“saints” in the iconography of the church.

The liturgical tradition at St. Gregory of Nyssa Episcopal
Church can be epitomized by this quote cited by one of
the founding rectors, Richard Fabian:
“Once there was a time when the whole rational
creation formed a single dancing chorus looking upward
to the one leader of this dance. And the harmony of
motion that they learned from his law found its way into
their dancing.” – St. Gregory of Nyssa†
Priests Richard Fabian and Donald Schell met
as students in General Seminary in New York City.
Bonding over a common love for liturgy as a way for
people to actively, consciously and fully interact with
God, they founded a special mission of the Diocese of
California along with the help of the Bishop at that time,
Dr. Kilmer Meyers.
This new church is an experimental construction,
empowering their congregants to bring their own ideas
to the metaphorical table and the physical altar. Services
combine musical and liturgical practices from across the
globe. St. Gregory’s encourages innovation, with laity
and Vestry designing their liturgy together as a way of
reinvigorating their Episcopal tradition with new life.
This contemporary approach is based upon the ancient
traditions of a simplified and open early religion. The effect
of this in the church community is demonstrated in their
open Communion, lay-deaconry and liturgical dancing.
The modern day iconography is visible on the walls of
the space and applies Byzantine religious techniques to
embody the spirit of this reinvigorated church.
The most visible embodiment of the philosophy of
Dancing Saints. Painted by Mark Dukes, iconographer,

View of the two main spaces of the church:
the narthex and sanctuary from under the
large cupola.

the saints depicted are not conventional. They were
democratically chosen by the members of the church.
Here we see Jesus standing next to Shakespeare,
Eleanor Roosevelt with Emily Dickinson and Anne Frank.
Thurgood Marshall, Malcolm X and Gandhi mingle with
traditional saints like St. Francis of Assisi and St. Theresa
of Avila. And just as St. Gregory’s encourages an open
interfaith dialogue, all of these icons of different races,
religions, and epochs are dancing together – while
providing a space for the contemporary congregants to
gather and dance underneath them.
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the church is the large iconographic wall mural named The
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ST. GREGORY OF
NYSSA EPISCOPAL
CHURCH

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
After spending almost twenty years in a rented space,

Cupola over the narthex space is simple in
comparison to the graphic icons below.

the church building was constructed in 1995 in the
Potrero Hill neighborhood, designed by local architect
John Goldman. The architecture of the church reflects the
congregation’s nonconformist approach to liturgy. Near
the entry is a large octagonal room where congregants
share communion. Gathering around the altar table the
group has created a liturgy for dancing, singing and
exchange, all under the gazes of their colorful saints.
In the sanctuary, which is to the right when you enter,
the seating layout was inspired by the design of early
Syrian Christian synagogues in which congregants sat
facing each other across an aisle. Here a smaller cupola
shelters the seated part of the service, which includes
readings and sermons read from the pulpit.
Japanese Shinto altars and lanterns, Russian
menorahs, Tibetan singing bowls and Ethiopian Coptic
crosses all live harmoniously inside this space. There are
no pews, nor altar rail. The congregation is free to move
about the whole building. Outside, too, the Church is
eclectic. There is a tower room and a timber frame dome
with cupola. A mosaic made by an artist visiting from
Moscow hangs above the door, which was carved by a
neighborhood craftsman from New Zealand.
Mark Dukes’ 2,300 square foot iconographic
mural wraps around the walls of the octagonal space,
portraying 60 larger-than-life icons, as chosen by
the congregation. The large wraparound icon mural
occupying a double layer of the narthex visually
dominates the space. Reinterpreting, or rather returning
figures who inspire the church and its congregants. The

View of the seating area with smaller cupola
above. Icon of St. Gregory of Nyssa conveys the
church’s titular origins.

church’s layout was intentionally designed to indicate
the congregation’s mission of inclusive communion.
Unlike most other churches, the baptismal font is
not located toward the front doors. Rather, the doors
open to an outdoor niche which houses a natural stone
font, designed to appear as if it has been quarried from
the bedrock of the church’s Potrero Hill site.
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to the original meaning of sainthood, the icons represent
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• Swedenborgian Church
Rev. Jeffrey Cheifetz*
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• Buddha’s Universal Church
Violet Wong,* Curtis Chang
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* Interview served as primary source material for
Sacred Space International.

Ironwork grille at the Swedenborgian Church in Pacific Heights.
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